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ABSTRACT Composing a realistic picture according to the mind is tough work for most people. It is not
only a complex operation but also a creation process from nonexistence to existence. Therefore, the core
of this problem is to provide rich existing materials for stitching. We present an interactive sketch-based
image retrieval and synthesis system, MindCamera. Compared with existing methods, it can use images
of daily scenes as the dataset and proposes a sketch-based image of a scene retrieval model. Furthermore,
MindCamera can blend the target object in the gradient domain to avoid the visible seam, and it introduces
alpha matting to realize real-time foreground object extraction and composition. Experiments verify that
our retrieval model has higher precision and provides more reasonable and richer materials for users. The
practical usage demonstrates that MindCamera allows the interactive creation of complex images, and its
final compositing results are natural and realistic.

INDEX TERMS Image retrieval, image segmentation, image fusion.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the explosive growth of social media images,
the demand of people to edit pictures is increasing. Some
easy-to-use image processing applications have become very
hot. However, there is no application that provides convenient
natural image synthesis according to the mind of users so
far. To realize a practical image synthesis system, two main
problems should be resolved. One is how to access image
materials in our mind quickly. The other one is how to
segment the object from the image and blend it seamlessly
into a specific background.

Accessing image materials in our mind is mainly related
to the field of image retrieval, including text-based image
retrieval (TBIR), content-based image retrieval (CBIR) and
sketch-based image retrieval (SBIR). CBIR is unusable with-
out sample pictures in this application, and it is difficult to
access images that contain the object of a specific shape only
based on TBIR. Moreover, the current SBIR systems always
process icon images or scenes, without natural image retrieval
based on a sketch. When using complex daily scenes as the
dataset, contour extraction is an important step due to the
inherent domain gap between sketches and photos. The cur-
rent contour extraction algorithms cannot filter out the back-
ground and texture effectively, which limits the development
of SBIR. On the other hand, image synthesis refers to the

fields of image segmentation and image fusion. Extracting the
foreground object from the retrieved image and composing it
into the background seamlessly is also a key point for image
synthesis by the mind.

To realize image synthesis according to the mind of a user,
we develop an interactive sketch-based image retrieval and
synthesis system, MindCamera, which uses complex daily
scenes as the dataset. The users only need to draw a sketch
of an object for retrieval, and our system returns images of
scenes that contain the object. Therefore, the users can access
other materials quickly, which are likely to appear in the final
synthesis. We adopt a novel method of contour extraction to
filter out backgrounds and textures, which help form a high-
quality line drawings dataset. Furthermore, we use Gradient
Field HOG (GF-HOG) [1] to add spatial information to Bag
of Visual Word (BoVW) as a descriptor of the sketch. Finally,
a feedback of the sorted result to incorporate semantics is
provided to improve precision. We also provide text-based
Internet image searches to help users find more images.

For image synthesis, two options to extract and com-
pose the foreground object are proposed. The first option is
that Grabcut [2] makes a hard segment between the fore-
ground object and the background. Then, Poisson image
editing [3] blends target objects in a gradient domain, which
makes the synthesis more natural. The other option is that
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FIGURE 1. MindCamera: interactive image retrieval and synthesis in large image collection.

shared matting [4] makes a real-time extraction and com-
position of foreground objects, which generates a seamless
synthesis. Fig. 1 shows several application scenarios of our
MindCamera.

The main contributions of this paper are three-fold as
follows.
• A whole interactive system that synthesizes images
according to the mind of a user is proposed. We combine
many optional methods to obtain rich materials, such as
handcraft SBIR, text semantics description and upload
images, and provide natural image synthesis.

• Natural images rather than icon images are first used
as the dataset for SBIR in MindCamera. We design
a retrieval model, which makes it possible to retrieve
complex scenes with a sketch.

• The proposed contour extraction algorithm can be ex-
tended to other SBIR applications to form a high-quality
line drawings dataset.

The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows.
Section II briefly summaries the related work. The details
of SBIR are given in Section III. Section IV focuses on the
implementation of image synthesis. In Section V, a series of
experiments are presented to prove the effectiveness of the
proposed methods. More discussions and conclusions about
the system are presented in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK
A. SKETCH-BASED IMAGE RETRIEVAL
Recent research on SBIR has been always focused on how to
represent sketch features. The dimension of the sparse sketch
can be reduced through the feature representation, and the

sketch can be represented by its features. We summarize the
method of feature representation in the following three ways.

Stroke description-based sketch feature representation [5]
processes the stroke as the basic unit and represents the sketch
by extracting the feature of the stroke. In 2009, Microsoft
developed an early large-scale sketch-based image retrieval
system, MindFinder [5], which combines the coordinates and
orientations of the edge pixels as the feature and forms a
dictionary. In this way, it does not only simplify the shape
feature description but also saves the spatial information of
the sketch. Finally, it achieves an accurate and rapid retrieval
effect through the inverted index. However, this method has
strict restrictions on the scale and position, which limits its
application.

Combinatorial primitives-based sketch feature representa-
tion [6], [7] can represent a complex sketch, since it suggests
that the pattern the user wants to retrieve can be made up of
one or more primitives. In 2014, Yang et al. [6] proposed a
method that matches contours by their segments. The general
process is to divide the contour into segments at the end of
its skeleton. Then, a 12-dimensional feature vector is used to
represent each segment, which offers the scale and orientation
invariance. All of the feature vectors are arranged clockwise
to form a vector group. A similarity matrix of two vector
groups can be obtained according to the similarity of two
vectors. Then, the Hungarian algorithm is used to calculate
the maximum matching, and the result is regarded as the
similarity of these two contours. Xiao et al. [7] divide the
contour into shape words, including the straight line and
the curve. They extract the shape word of the contour and
then use Chamfer matching to calculate the similarity of the
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shape words. The inverted index is built to speed up the
process. It solves the problem of large memory consumption
in MindFinder [8], and its precision is greater than other
methods.

Shape feature-based sketch feature representation [9], [10],
[11] extracts the global or local features to represent the
sketch. Boubekeur and Alexa [9] explore standard HOG
within a BoVW framework, computing HOG at random
points of the sketch. However, it is difficult to obtain a
good result due to the lack of spatial information in BoVW.
To improve the performance of HOG in SBIR, Hu et al. [10]
propose the GF-HOG descriptor algorithm. The orientation
of non-contour pixels is interpolated from the orientations of
nearby contours under the Laplacian smoothness constraint,
which adds the spatial information to the descriptor. Then,
the point of the contour is regarded as the point of interest,
and HOG is used in different scales. This method solves the
shortcomings of lacking spatial information in BoVW and
is not sensitive to position, scale and orientation. However,
it is sometimes difficult to distinguish different objects of
similar shape. Therefore, the semantics of the sketch are often
incorporated to achieve a better result.

Although there are many methods of representing the fea-
ture of a sketch, the precision of SBIR is still too low for com-
mercial use. We observe that most studies focus on feature
extraction, but few have deeply work on contour extraction.
Most existing SBIR systems use the Canny algorithm [16]
during contour extraction. However, this algorithm cannot
filter out the background and texture details. Therefore, it is
difficult to form a high-quality line picture collection, which
is a major reason for the low precision of SBIR. In addition,
the previous work mainly processes iconic object images, and
no research has been done on natural daily images. Based
on the above problems, we use a novel method of contour
extraction, which can filter out the influence of background
and texture details effectively. At the same time, we propose a
sketch-based image of a scene retrieval model, which makes
it possible to retrieve complex scenes with the sketch.

B. IMAGE SYNTHESIS
Chen et al. [12] propose a system for automatic image
synthesis with keyword-annotated sketches, Sketch2Photo.
In this system, keywords trigger a Google image search,
which returns possible images. Then, the returned results are
chosen through a set of filtering, which helps achieve a good
composite result. Sketch2Photo has two main characteristics.
First, the retrieval of Internet pictures relies heavily on textual
information. Results from the search engine always have a
target object in the salient region, which is obviously partial to
the following segmentation algorithm. Second, the number of
pictures returned by the search engine is large, and the process
of filtering these pictures online is cumbersome. In general,
the synthesis of a picture takes approximately 30 min,
which is obviously unacceptable in practical application.
Johnson et al. [13] propose CG2Real, which replaces scenes
in computer games with real scenes. It makes the picture

FIGURE 2. Framework of the proposed SBIR.

more realistic while maintaining the same scene structure.
In 2011,Wang et al. [14] proposed a cartoon picture synthesis
tool, Sketch2Carton, which is based on MindFinder [5], and
it achieves real-time cartoon synthesis. Eitz et al. [15] present
an interactive sketch synthesis system called Photosketcher,
which does not depend on text, and its speed is fast with
preprocessed image datasets. However, the method of feature
representation used in Photosketcher offers limited invariance
to changes in position, orientation and scale. It is difficult to
achieve satisfactory results by only relying on the sketch and
lacking the semantics.

We find that most sketch-based image synthesis systems
use iconic object images as the dataset. Researchers have
ignored the relationship between different objects. However,
related objects are likely to appear together in the supposi-
tional scene of the user. For example, a jumping dog is very
likely to appear in the same scene as a frisbee. Accordingly,
when the user draws a jumping dog, it would greatly reduce
the retrieval time if the frisbee was also in the picture returned
by the system. Our sketch-based image of scene retrieval
provides the possibility for this case. None of the previously
reported image synthesis systems have this functionality.

III. SKETCH-BASED IMAGE OF SCENE RETRIEVAL
To provide users with faster retrieval speed, fewer retrieval
times and richer materials, a new sketch-based image of
scene retrieval modeling is proposed, depicted in Fig. 2.
The proposed SBIR can be used to process daily complex
images and return images of scenes containing the target
object.

A. OBJECT DETECTION AND CONTOUR EXTRACTION
Contour extraction is a necessary part of SBIR, which breaks
up the domain gap between the sketch and the photo. On the
one hand, it is difficult to match the right result with the
incomplete contour. On the other hand, too many details add
interference to the matching because users tend to ignore
some details when they draw the sketch. Therefore, a good
contour extraction algorithm is vital to SBIR. Classical edge
detection algorithms, such as Canny edge detection [16],
mostly define the region with large gradient changes as the
contour. Canny edge detection is simple and efficient, but its
result is not particularly ideal. It cannot distinguish contour
from texture. Arbelaez et al. [17] propose a contour extraction
algorithm, gPb, which takes the color, brightness, and texture
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FIGURE 3. Contour extraction workflow.

differences into account. The algorithm can overcome the
shortcomings of the Canny algorithm effectively. However,
it is quite computationally intensive since it extracts mul-
tiscale local gradient features and involves solving a gen-
eralized Eigenproblem. Furthermore, there is currently no
effective way to remove the background factor during contour
extraction.

Our search target is a specific object, which appears in our
mind. Accordingly, we use the object detection algorithm to
detect objects in the image. The detected object can be cut out
through the coordinates of the box around it, and the image is
cut into patches containing a single object, i.e., sub-images.
At the same time, the mapping relation between sub-images
and their original image is recorded. Then, we use the salient
region detection algorithm to segment the object and the
background. We extract the salient region for each sub-image
and generate a binary image with only 0 (background) and
1 (foreground). It is easy for the Canny algorithm to extract
the contour from the binary image. The next steps in our
model are similar to traditional methods. The reason why
we divide the original image into sub-images is based on
the following consideration. In our application, users mainly
search for a specific object with a specific shape. What they
want is not only an object but also to use the returned result to
synthesize a new scene. It is better to return images of scenes,
which contain the object that the user sketches so the other
objects contained in the result may also be the materials the
user wants. Therefore, the results that SBIR returns are orig-
inal images rather than sub-images, as illustrated in Fig. 3.

As for object detection, the ideal method is to use the
method of deep learning. The state-of-the-art object detection
algorithm YOLO [18] processes images on Titan X at 40-90
frames per second (FPS) and has a mean average precision
(MAP) of 78.6% on VOC and MAP of 44.0% on COCO test-
dev. It applies a single neural network to a full image. This
network divides the image into regions and predicts bound-
ing boxes and probabilities for each region. These bounding
boxes are weighted by the predicted probabilities. During
preprocessing, a threshold is set to filter out objects of low
probability. Excluding these objects is mainly based on the
following considerations. In some cases, these objects are not
in the saliency region of the picture, which cannot provide
a high resolution for our compositing. In other words, they

FIGURE 4. Examples of object detection and contour extraction:
(a) original image, (b) detected objects marked by a red rectangle,
(c) sub-images (d) binary images from SaliencyCut, and
(e) contours of sub-images.

are the background that should be ignored. In addition, some
categories are not included during the training of YOLO,
so that objects of these categories cannot be recognized
by YOLO. Ignoring these objects can improve the accuracy
of tags. In this way, the results will be better when semantics
are added in the later feedback. Then, the targets are cut from
the original image, and the tag of each sub-image is saved.
Each sub-image then contains a single object, and complex
daily images are transformed into iconic object images.

The next step is to detect the saliency region of sub-images.
In this paper, we introduce SaliencyCut [19] to detect the
saliency region of the sub-image. Based on the color contrast
histogram, SaliencyCut adds the spatial relation of the pix-
els and proposes the region contrast histogram. As a result,
a saliency map can be obtained and then used to initialize
a novel version of Grabcut for a high-quality unsupervised
salient object segmentation. A binary image of the sub-image
can also be obtained, and its contours can be extracted with
the Canny algorithm. Therefore, the background and texture
of the sub-image are naturally ignored. It is worth men-
tioning that SaliencyCut might produce sub-optimal results
for images with multiple objects. However, the proposed
object detection algorithm overcomes this shortcoming in a
way. Fig. 4 shows some examples of the proposed contour
extraction.

B. FEATURE REPRESENTATION
BoVW has many advantages, such as simplicity and high
efficiency. However, it has an inherent shortcoming in that
because the spatial information of feature points is not added
in this framework, its accuracy is unsatisfactory. This is also
the point that many researchers have focused on. The pro-
posed SBIR adopts BoVW, however, and the spatial informa-
tion is added during the feature representation.

The GF-HOG descriptor is used here to represent the
features of the sketch. This algorithm interpolates the gra-
dient orientation of non-contour points under the condition
of Laplacian smoothing constraints. After that, the gradient
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orientation of these points is strongly affected by the closest
points, delivering a form of dynamic neighborhood selection.
Therefore, the spatial information is added into BoVW.

First, the binary contour map M (x, y) = [0, 1] is used to
calculate the gradient orientation of the contour point. The
spare orientation field 9 is obtained as follows:

θ (x, y)→ arctan
(
δM
δy

/
δM
δx

)
∀xyM (x, y) = 1 (1)

However, we want to interpolate the gradient orientation
of non-contour points and find a dense orientation field 2�
in the entire image coordinates � ∈ R2. At the same time,
2� has to keep the gradient orientation of the contour point
unchanged: 2(p) = θ (p) ∀pM (p) = 1. Therefore, we intro-
duce a Laplace smoothing constraint as follows:

argmin
2

∫∫
�

‖∇2− v‖2 s.t.2|∂� = θ |∂� (2)

On the condition of the Dirichlet boundary [20], the above
equation can be solved by the Poisson equation:

12 = div v over� s.t.2|∂� = θ |∂� (3)

where 1 = ∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂y2
, div is the divergence operation, and

v = ∇9, which is the guidance field of the spare orientation
field. In the discrete state, this equation can be expressed as
the following:∣∣Np∣∣2p −

∑
q∈Np∩q/∈∂�

2q =
∑

q∈Np∩∂�

θq +
∑
q∈Np

vpq (4)

where Np is the four neighbors of the point p, q is one of Np,
and vpq = θp − θq. We can solve this problem with a linear
algebraic solution.

Then, multi-scale histograms of the gradient are computed
over the gradient field at the point of the contour. Histograms
are clustered offline to form a codebook via k-means.

The inverted index makes the linear search of the original
complexity O (n), where n is the number of images in the
dataset, become the search of the complexity O (k), where k
� n. In this paper, an inverted index is established, which
greatly accelerates the retrieval speed of the proposed system
and makes it possible for large-scale image retrieval.

C. SIMILARITY MEASURE
The cosine is chosen in this work for the distance mea-
sure between two frequency histograms. Combined with the
inverse document frequency (IDF), the following equations
are given:

Sim (Q,Di) =
1

MQMDi

∑
p∈Q∩Di

fQ,pfDi,pIDFp (5)

MQ =

√∑
p∈Q

(f 2Q,p) (6)

MDi =

√∑
p∈Di

(f 2Di,p) (7)

IDFp = ln
N
fp

(8)

where Q represents the histogram of the query sketch,
Di represents the images in dataset,N is the number of images
in the dataset, fp is the number of images containing visual
word Wp, and fQ,p and fDi,p are the counts of visual word Wp
in the query and image, respectively.

D. INCORPORATING SEMANTICS
Sketch-based queries can specify a target shape, but the
semantics of the target are often expressed through the text.
Furthermore, the retrieval precision can be improved with
the combination of text. Tags of the traditional dataset are
accurate, although many human resources are required dur-
ing data labeling. Different from the previous SBIR systems
that incorporate textual information, the tags obtained from
YOLO are not accurate. In addition, there are also differences
between the description of users and tags of the dataset even
for the same object, such as the sea and the ocean. There-
fore, it is difficult to search directly through the text in our
application.

Considering this, we propose a novel method to incorpo-
rate semantics. We find that the proposed SBIR has high
precision in the top k when k is small before incorporating
semantics, as shown in Fig. 5. According to this, feedback is
made to the results by using sub-image tags. Then, the results
are partial to objects of the specific category while retaining
their shape.

After the sketching, the similarity Si can be obtained
between image i and the sketch, and images are sorted by
similarity. The feedback value FT of the tag T is calculated
according to the tags in top k using (9), where Ci is the
accuracy of the tag that we get from YOLO, and Ti is the tag
of image i. Then, similarities in top n (n ≥ k) are recomputed
through (10). Finally, images in top n are sorted, and the
top k images are returned.

FT =
∑

Ti=T

Si
k∑
i=1

Si

∗ Ci (9)

Si = S1−FTi s.t.Ti = T (10)

In this way, users do not need to enter the text. The system
determines the categories that the sketch is most likely to
belong to and gives priority to return the most similar objects
of these categories. In other words, the more similar the
drawing is, the more satisfying the result.

IV. IMAGE SYNTHESIS
In MindCamera, two options for the compositing are pro-
vided. One is Grabcut & Possion image editing, which makes
the object more natural in some backgrounds. Moreover,
in some cases, users do not want to change the whole color
of the object, so alpha matting is provided.

A. GRABCUT & POSSION IMAGE EDITING
The classic Grabcut algorithm [2] is used to segment the
selected object, which is simple and fast. The user only needs
to outline the object, and then the system can segment the
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FIGURE 5. Top row: RGB images, Second row: Canny contours, Third row:
gPb contours, Bottom row: our contours.

object from the picture. Users are provided with the brush
function, which helps edit the object simply and makes the
result more satisfying. To make the synthesized image more
natural, there should not be obvious seams in the boundary
between the source image and the target image. However,
when there is a texture difference between the source image
and the target image, a direct copy will make an obvious
seam. To solve this problem, Possion image editing [3] is
used to blend the selected object into the background, which
makes the final synthesis natural and realistic. This method
considers both the boundary of the source image and the
gradient of the target image to find the optimal value of the
pixel and, finally, achieves the seamless blending.

B. ALPHA MATTING
To provide more choices, alpha matting is introduced. The
matting techniques need to estimate the foreground (F) and
background (B) for all pixels of image I, along with opacity
(α) values. The relationship between these values can be
expressed by the following:

Cp = αpFp + (1− αp)Bp (11)

where the observed color Cpof pixel p is expressed as a linear
combination of Fp and Bp, with parameter αp.

The Shared Matting [4] algorithm can realize real-time
alpha matting. Users only need to draw a boundary curve
around the object. The proposed system gets a trimap accord-
ing to the curve and calculates the alpha matte of the object.
Finally, it is fast to copy the object to the background directly.
With the alphamatte, it does not only remove visible seam but
also keeps the color of the object.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We compare the proposed method of contour extraction
with the traditional algorithms of Canny and gPb. We first
extract the sub-image contours and then put the contours
together to form a final contour. The result shows that the
proposed method filters out the background and textures as

(e)

(d)

(b)

(a)

(c)

FIGURE 6. Precision@K curves of five examples in Flickr 160 using
different methods.

well as maintains the basic shape of objects in the picture.
This provides high-quality line drawings from the dataset,
as shown in Fig. 5.

To evaluate the proposed SBIR, we experiment with the
Flickr 160 [10]. The method is compared with the system
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FIGURE 7. Example queries and corresponding Top 10 results for a
sketch.

proposed by Hu et al. [10], which extracts the contours using
the Canny algorithm. The precision of the two methods is
compared in the top k . The results are shown in Fig. 6.
It is clear that the average precision of our method is higher

than the precision of Rui even without the text feedback.
In addition, the proposed SBIR has high precision in the top k ,
when the k value is small. Giving priority to returning images
that meet the need of users is the primary characteristic of our
system; this characteristic is used when incorporating seman-
tics. Of course, in some cases, the precision of this method
decreases significantly when k is large, even presenting lower
precision than the method of Rui. This is mainly because
sometimes it is difficult to obtain the complete contour of an
object when objects occlude each other. However, this issue
is solved when semantics are incorporated. In addition, it can
be seen from the figure that the proposed method with the text
feedback improves the precision.

This model is tested on the Microsoft COCO validation
dataset [21] based on following considerations. First, this
dataset is different from previous datasets such as ImageNet,
whose images are all iconic object images or iconic scene
images. Images in COCO are complex daily scenes contain-
ing common objects in their natural context, which is exactly
what is needed. When users retrieve an object, SBIR does

FIGURE 8. Example queries and corresponding Top 10 results for
Tag + Sketch compared with Fig. 7.

TABLE 1. Average time at all stages.

not only return the object but also other associated objects.
Therefore, it provides users with more materials and speeds
up the retrieval process. To a certain degree, the contour
extraction work is actually the work of manual processing
while building the COCO dataset. The COCO verification
dataset contains 40,000 daily unclassified images, and many
images contain multiple objects. During object detection,
these images are cut into 80,000 sub-images that only contain
a single object. Fig. 7 shows the sub-images the SBIR returns.
Fig. 8 gives some samples after incorporating semantics.

Fig. 9 shows some examples ofMindCamera. It can be seen
that the results are satisfying. In the final row, a picture in
which baseball players are playing baseball on the baseball
field is synthesized. We search an image of the baseball field
through TBIR as the background. Then, we sketch a batter
holding a baseball bat and choose an image that contains
many players from the returned images. Other players are
needed to appear in the final picture, so we find a pitcher
through the same method. Finally, the images are segmented
from the original image and blend the segments into the back-
ground with appropriate location and size. This SBIR reduces
the retrieval time and provides rich materials for the final
composition. Finally, the proposed compositing algorithm
provides a natural and realistic result.

For a person with simple practice, we give out the average
time at all stages when he/she synthesizes a picture, as shown
in Table 1. It takes less than 3 min to obtain the result, which
is much faster than Sketch2Photo. Moreover, the main time-
consuming stage is sketching, where the more similar the
drawing is, the more satisfying the result.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
A. CONCLUSION
We propose an interactive sketch-based image retrieval and
synthesis system, MindCamera. This system improves the
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FIGURE 9. Final compositing results created by MindCamera.

usage effect and experience of sketch-based image retrieval
and composition based on key contributions. To our knowl-
edge, MindCamera is the first application that processes
complex images of daily scenes, and the sketch-based image
of scene retrieval provides richer materials for users. This
contour extraction algorithm can filter out backgrounds and
textures effectively, which helps generate high-quality line
drawings. Although the image tags cannot ensure accuracy,
the feedback mechanisms are used to incorporate semantics
into the image retrieval process. This makes it so the pro-
posed system not only search images but also ‘‘recognizes
the sketch.’’ Moreover, the composition methods also pro-
vide more choices for the user, which contribute to making
the final result natural and realistic. The final experiments
verify that the proposed method has a good availability and
efficiency.

B. FUTURE WORK
In this paper, YOLO is used to transform complex daily
images into iconic images, but sometimes segmentation with
the bounding box is difficult. Our future work will focus

on semantic pixel-level segmentation. In addition, our feed-
back is affected by the accuracy of tags, so some feature
selection theories, such as data representation [22] and the
matrix factorization technology [23], [24], will be used to
improve the accuracy of tags in the future. Finally, although
our contour extraction algorithm filters out the background
and texture, it lacks the internal details of an object. When
different objects have similar outer contours, it is difficult
for our retrieval system to distinguish between these irrel-
evant objects. Therefore, it is important to add the inter-
nal details into the contour, a method that is also worth
studying.
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